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NOW ITâ€™S TIME TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE!Are you tired of not moving ahead? Now is the time

to make the decision to change. Let me teach you how to break the routine, work less, enjoy the

good life you deserve, and become financially independent.Iâ€™ll teach you, step-by-step, to

become a trader, skilled at creating an ongoing income from the buying and selling of stocks over

one trading day or several days or weeks. Iâ€™ll share the secrets of traders that have done it

before. This is a profession that made me wealthy in just a few years.THE MARKET WHISPERER

is an essential guide to stock trading. It is ideal for those with no background or experience, as well

as for experienced investors who lack sufficient skills for active stock trading. It will guide you

towards becoming financially independent and put you in control of your own destiny.Topics

include:â€¢ Fundamentals of tradingâ€¢ Choosing the right broker and trading platformâ€¢ How to

choose winning stocksâ€¢ How to profit from rising or falling marketsâ€¢ Technical analysisâ€¢ Basic

and advanced trading methodsâ€¢ Financial and risk managementâ€¢ Trading psychologyâ€¢

Self-empowermentDonâ€™t delay! Now is your time to make the move of a lifetime!Meir Barak is a

professional trader and CEO of Tradenet, an internationally-renowned trading school which he

established in 2004. Prior to becoming an independent trader, Meir was an entrepreneur for several

startups in the field of communications and IT. Tradenet has now become one of the largest trader

training schools in the world, featuring branches in many countries and over 30,000 students who

have enjoyed and benefitted from its rich information and knowledge. Meir Barak is a frequent

television guest expert on financial affairs and market analysis. He is also a much sought-after

lecturer in the field of trading and self-empowerment.Meir is married with three daughters. He

divides his time between independent trading from his home and lecturing internationally
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I have recently finished reading The Market Whisperer and am now reading it again as there is a lot

of valuable information in here which cannot be fully absorbed the first time around. It bothers me

that the most helpful review of this book is written by a person who completely misunderstood the

intended audience of this book. He calls the book "terrible" and recommends instead Jesse Stine or

Mark Minervini. The thing is those authors are writing very different types of books than this author

Mr. Barak.In The Market Whisperer, Mr. Barak tells us briefly his life story, how he became a

successful day trader and takes the reader step-by-step into the world of day trading - a practical

guide of how to do it. The negative reviewer did not like the background that forms the first part of

the book but I found this very interesting and if one is going to buy or sell stocks it does not hurt to

know the basics and history instead of living in ignorance (for example what the difference is

between the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq). The reviewer also did not appreciate the explanations of

trading strategy and indicators. However the intended audience is likely not familiar with these

strategies and indicators and therefore are important to know.I particularly liked the emphasis in the

book on the 'psychology' of the market (understanding why price is going up or down - human

emotions relating to fear and greed and how to take advantage of other traders panic) and the last

part of the book about the psychology of trading - how to overcome mental obstacles, stick with it

and succeed.

I have never written a review for a book on  because none of them were any good (I only buy

trading books here).I followed Meir on his youtube videos making live trades, and checked his

performance on the tradenet website for about 2 months. I've always been skeptical of people

claiming to be a great trader and offering services as well as writing books about their

experience.After mulling over whether I should take his course or not, I e-mailed him and was

surprised he replied back! After answering some of my questions, he recommended that I read his



book.It's safe to say this book is like none of the other ones I read, like Al Brooks (too cryptic) or

pattern books that offer no fundamental explanation of how the whole system works. Meir's book is

very straight to the point and explains every detail of what a short-term trader should know...after

watching the market for two years and failing, this book told me why I was failing for the entire two

years.I highly recommend this book as the top trading book I've come across. He's not some white

collar jerk-off explaining to you as if he were talking to you as a child, how a stock should behave

and how a company's value is related to the fluffy idea of an investment. I remember walking into

my finance 100 class at wharton and asking the professor why anyone would ever buy a stock,

which is essentially a piece of worthless paper, since the ownership I would have of a company is

less than 0.1%. He openly laughed with the class at me explaining how stupid I was and how the

discounted cash flow, the gordon growth model and the capital markets worked. I took that class for

a semester and it still didn't answer my question.
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